MAP 7: DEFINING THE PALESTINIAN BANTUSTAN
ELEMENT 5 - SEPARATION BARRIER/WALL

PREPARED AND DESIGNED BY MICHAEL Y OUNAN

LEGAL
- AREA A (FULL PALESTINIAN CONTROL)
- AREA B (JOINT CONTROL)
- AREA C (FULL ISRAELI CONTROL)
- NATURE RESERVES (ISRAELI CONTROL)
- PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES WITHIN BARRIERS
- ESTIMATED SETTLEMENT BLOCS (ISRAEL SEeks TO RETAIN)
- ARMISTICE LINE 1949

SEPARATION WALL PATH
- EXISTING/UNDER CONSTRUCTION WEST BELT
- APPROVED & PLANNED WEST BELT
- PROJECTED EAST BELT
- APPROVED AROUND PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES OUTSIDE PALESTINIAN MAIN BLOCS
- PROJECTED SETTLEMENT RECESS INSIDE PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES
- PROJECTED ISRAELI ROAD CONNECTORS INSIDE & SEPARATING PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES

ROAD NETWORK
- ROADS
- PROJECTED "SAFE PASSAGE" TO CONNECT PALESTINIAN MAIN BLOCS
- CROSSING POINTS
- INTERNATIONAL CROSSINGS

MATRIX OF CONTROL
- MAJOR AXIS OF THE MATRIX (TRANS-ISRAEL HIGHWAY #6)
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MAP 8: THE PALESTINIAN BANTUSTAN IN THE WEST BANK
PREPARED AND DESIGNED BY MICHAEL Y OUNAN

Legend:
- AREA A (FULL PALESTINIAN CONTROL)
- AREA B (JOINT CONTROL)
- AREA C (FULL ISRAELI CONTROL)
- NATURE RESERVES (ISRAELI CONTROL)
- PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES WITHIN BARRIERS
- ESTIMATED SETTLEMENT BLOCS (ISRAEL SEeks TO RETAIN)
- ARMISTICE LINE 1949

SEPARATION WALL PATH
- EXISTING/UNDER CONSTRUCTION WEST BELT
- APPROVED & PLANNED WEST BELT
- PROJECTED EAST BELT
- APPROVED AROUND PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES OUTSIDE PALESTINIAN MAIN BLOCS
- PROJECTED SETTLEMENT RECESS INSIDE PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES
- PROJECTED ISRAELI ROAD CONNECTORS INSIDE & SEPARATING PALESTINIAN ENCLAVES

ROAD NETWORK
- ROADS
- PROJECTED "SAFE PASSAGE" TO CONNECT PALESTINIAN MAIN BLOCS
- CROSSING POINTS
- INTERNATIONAL CROSSINGS

MATRIX OF CONTROL
- MAJOR AXIS OF THE MATRIX (TRANS-ISRAEL HIGHWAY #6)
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